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Abstract

asymptomatic, but unfortunately when symptomatic

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was named by

they an overlap with other common pediatric

the WHO as a pandemic disease. The aim is to review

respiratory illnesses. Symptoms in pediatrics are

recent studies regarding COVID 19 infection in

mainly fever with pharyngitis, bronchitis and less

childhood in terms of the clinical features, need for

likely inferior respiratory tract infections. Most

critical care and mortality. Most pediatrics become

pediatric

infected from close contacts and then act as a virus

symptomatic and supportive therapy.

patients

recover

well

with

minimal

carrier to others. The infected children are mainly
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be of interest to the health care workers in intensive

19

care and emergency services.

1. Introduction

3. Discussion

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a novel

Initial evidence suggests that children are infected as

coronavirus that can lead to public health threat and

adults with SARS-CoV-2 but the clinical symptoms are

intensive care unit admissions. The WHO named the

less intense and severity of illness less frequent.

virus a pandemic disease as a result of the virus global

Epidemiological studies showed that elder patients

wide spread following its initiation in China during

were more susceptible to severe forms of the diseases,

December 2019 and early 2020. The overall case

while children tend to have milder symptoms with a

fatality rate of COVID-19 for all ages is estimated to

reduced need for intense medical care A lesser

be up to 3.4% globally. In this specific age population

percentage of children contract the virus compared to

(<16 year) the COVID-19 infection presents generally

the adults. The reported incidence of infected children

as a mild disease [1,2]. The tendency of COVID 19

is only 2% in China, 1.2% in Italy and 5% in North

viral infection to present initially as a mild form was

America. The decreased susceptible to COVID-19

first were reported by a Chinese study that included

and the relative resistance to SARS-CoV-2. COVID-19

2134 child. This study reported only one death, and a

among this specific age group could be due to the fact

mortality rate of 0.05% [3].

that the virus uses a specific receptor to infect human
cells. This receptor was found to be the angiotensin-

The aim of this study was to review published data

converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) which is widely

concerning

and

expressed in many organs, especially in lungs, but in

consequences of the new COVID-19 among pediatrics

children immune system the ACE2 expression was

particularly the severity of infection and need for

significantly

intense care.

expression

the

clinical

features,

risks

reduced.
could

This

explain

reduction
the

reduced

in

ACE2
risk

of

contracting the COVID-19 infection among children.

2. Methods

Initial lessons learned from adults recommend avoiding

A narrative review was carried out using online

angiotensin

databases

Pubmed,

angiotensin II type I receptor blockers. However more

Google Scholar, Medline, WHO website using English

future research is recommended to explore the role of

keywords.

Acute

immunity and how the clinical symptoms are reduced

respiratory disease; COVID-19. Finally, data of 15

among children infected with of COVID-19 compared

related

to adults [4-6].

including

Cochrane

Keywords

articles

were

Library,

included:

retrieved

Child,

after

excluding

converting

enzyme

inhibitors

or

correspondence, commentary and letter to editor.
Publications from February to June 2020 were only

Children role as transmitters for the virus is suspicious.

included focusing on the clinical characteristics of

A study by Xing et al demonstrated that fecal viral-

COVID-19 infection in pediatrics (<16year) that could

shedding can continue for weeks following the onset of
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COVID infection. Fecal-oral transmission in infants

rapidly developed into lobar consolidation and

and preschool aged children can lead to the further

bronchial infiltrate as reported by the chest radiography

spread of the virus to other children and family

on admission. To confuse the clinical picture further

members. Extreme precautions is required with

the blood culture was positive for streptococcus

children admitted to intensive care units particularly

pneumonia, while stool and urine cultures were

during toilet hygiene and care [7].

negative. COVID-19 symptoms among pediatrics can
present in different clinical forms, including diarrhea

Majority of infected children are asymptomatic as

and this should be taken in consideration. Most

mentioned

pediatric

above

[3],

but

unfortunately

symptoms can significantly overlap

these

with other

patients

recover

well

with

minimal

symptomatic and supportive care [15].

common pediatric respiratory illnesses particularly
during emergency admissios and consultations by
intensive care physicians. Symptoms in pediatrics are
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